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Covering

2011-11-02

a lyrical memoir that identifies the pressure to conform as a hidden threat to our civil rights drawing on the author s life as a gay asian american man and his career as an acclaimed legal scholar kenji yoshino offers his
personal search for authenticity as an encouragement for everyone to think deeply about the ways in which all of us have covered our true selves we really do feel newly inspired the new york times book review everyone
covers to cover is to downplay a disfavored trait so as to blend into the mainstream because all of us possess stigmatized attributes we all encounter pressure to cover in our daily lives racial minorities are pressed to
act white by changing their names languages or cultural practices women are told to play like men at work gays are asked not to engage in public displays of same sex affection the devout are instructed to minimize
expressions of faith and individuals with disabilities are urged to conceal the paraphernalia that permit them to function given its pervasiveness we may experience this pressure to be a simple fact of social life against
conventional understanding kenji yoshino argues that the work of american civil rights law will not be complete until it attends to the harms of coerced conformity though we have come to some consensus against
penalizing people for differences based on race sex sexual orientation religion and disability we still routinely deny equal treatment to people who refuse to downplay differences along these lines at the same time yoshino is
responsive to the american exasperation with identity politics which often seems like an endless parade of groups asking for state and social solicitude he observes that the ubiquity of covering provides an opportunity to
lift civil rights into a higher more universal register since we all experience the covering demand we can all make common cause around a new civil rights paradigm based on our desire for authenticity a desire that brings us
together rather than driving us apart praise for covering yoshino argues convincingly in this book part luminous moving memoir part cogent level headed treatise that covering is going to become more and more a civil rights
issue as the nation and the nation s courts struggle with an increasingly multiethnic america san francisco chronicle a remarkable debut yoshino s sense of justice is pragmatic and infectious time out new york

Speak Now

2015-04-21

a renowned legal scholar tells the definitive story of hollingsworth v perry the trial that stands as the most potent argument for marriage equality speak now tells the story of a watershed trial that unfolded over
twelve tense days in california in 2010 a trial that legalized same sex marriage in our most populous state a trial that interrogated the nature of marriage the political status of gays and lesbians the ideal
circumstances for raising children and the ability of direct democracy to protect fundamental rights a trial that stands as the most potent argument for marriage equality this nation has ever seen in telling the story of
hollingsworth v perry the groundbreaking federal lawsuit against proposition 8 kenji yoshino has also written a paean to the vanishing civil trial an oasis of rationality in what is often a decidedly uncivil debate above
all this book is a work of deep humanity in which yoshino brings abstract legal arguments to life by sharing his own story of finding love marrying and having children as a gay man intellectually rigorous and profoundly
compassionate speak now is the definitive account of a landmark civil rights trial winner stonewall book award

Civil Rights Issues of Asian and Pacific Americans

1980

this revised and updated casebook comprehensively compares the u s legal approach to problems of inequality and discrimination with the approaches of a variety of other legal systems around the world

Comparative Equality and Anti-Discrimination Law, Third Edition

2020-02-28

the books commonly known as the kinsey report were dr alfred c kinsey s monumental scientific publishing achievement in 1948 often compared to the atomic bomb for its impact on the american public on the sexagennial
anniversary of the publication of sexual behavior in the human male this book focuses on alfred c kinsey s work and life sixteen chapters consider the kinsey legacy tracing the development of modern american bisexuality and
posing an intriguing and illuminating look at many aspects of bisexuality in kinsey s life as depicted and lived in popular biographical culture and media contributors to this stellar collection of outstanding writing include
the final surviving member of kinsey s original research team dr paul h gebhard phd as well as leading names in the fields of sex research glbtiqa activism and bisexual writing this book was published as a special issue of the
journal of bisexuality and was a finalist for the lambda literary award for excellence in bisexual literature



Bisexual Perspectives on the Life and Work of Alfred C. Kinsey

2016-02-22

in media res is a manifold collection that reflects the intersectional qualities of university programming in the twenty first century taking race gender and popular culture as its central thematic subjects the volume
collects academic essays speeches poems and creative works that critically engage a wide range of issues including american imperialism racial and gender discrimination the globalization of culture and the limitations of
our new multimedia world this diverse assortment of works by scholars activists and artists models the complex ways that we must engage university students faculty staff and administration in a moment where so many
of us are confounded by the in medias res nature of our interface with the world in the current moment featuring contributions from imani perry michael eric dyson suheir hammad john jennings and adam mansbach in media res is a
primer for academic inquiry into popular culture american studies critical media literacy women gender and sexuality studies and africana studies

In Media Res

2014-12-18

a living now book awards gold medalist social activism charity a practical shame free guide for navigating conversations across our differences at a time of rapid social change in the current period of social and political
unrest conversations about identity are becoming more frequent and more difficult on subjects like critical race theory gender equity in the workplace and lgbtq inclusive classrooms many of us are understandably fearful
of saying the wrong thing that fear can sometimes prevent us from speaking up at all depriving people from marginalized groups of support and stalling progress toward a more just and inclusive society kenji yoshino and
david glasgow founders of the meltzer center for diversity inclusion and belonging at nyu school of law are here to show potential allies that these conversations don t have to be so overwhelming through stories
drawn from contexts as varied as social media posts dinner party conversations and workplace disputes they offer seven user friendly principles that teach skills such as how to avoid common conversational pitfalls
engage in respectful disagreement offer authentic apologies and better support people in our lives who experience bias research backed accessible and uplifting say the right thing charts a pathway out of cancel culture
toward more meaningful and empathetic dialogue on issues of identity it also gives us the practical tools to do good in our spheres of influence whether managing diverse teams at work navigating issues of inclusion at
college or challenging biased comments at a family barbecue yoshino and glasgow help us move from unconsciously hurting people to consciously helping them

Say the Right Thing

2023-02-07

burma is being bombed and ramesh s life is in disarray things become even more tumultuous when he beats up a british soldier who insults his sister ramesh is forced to flee his home in haldipur and he arrives in calcutta india but
when hindus and muslims start to riot in 1946 he is forced to move again and he unwittingly leaves behind a young woman pregnant with his child the child is born without his father s knowledge ramesh journeys to new york
city to be with his uncle he is drafted and sent to korea returns to the states and falls in love with a woman with roots in jamaica but his life with his wife brings with it great family intrigue in the meantime suresh the son
has grown up and faces problems of his own now living in america he s drafted and sent to vietnam where he vows not to kill but it may not be a vow he can keep especially when his very survival is at stake carma is a
powerful story about a father and son lost loves war and what it takes to transcend interracial barriers

Carma

2007-11

after its heyday in the 1970s and 1980s many wondered whether the law and literature movement would retain vitality this collection of essays featuring twenty two prominent scholars from literature departments as
well as law schools showcases the vibrancy of recent work in the field while highlighting its many new directions new directions in law and literature furnishes an overview of where the field has been its recent past and its
potential futures some of the essays examine the methodological choices that have affected the field among these are concern for globalization the integration of approaches from history and political theory the
application of new theoretical models from affect studies and queer theory and expansion beyond text to performance and the image others grapple with particular intersections between law and literature whether in
copyright law competing visions of alternatives to marriage or the role of ornament in the law s construction of racialized bodies the volume is designed to be a course book that is accessible to undergraduates and law
students as well as relevant to academics with an interest in law and the humanities the essays are simultaneously intended to be introductory and addressed to experts in law and literature more than any other existing



book in the field new directions furnishes a guide to the most exciting new work in law and literature while also situating that work within more established debates and conversations

New Directions in Law and Literature

2017-05-25

critical peace education and global citizenship offers narrative accounts representing multiple ways teacher and learner activists have come to realize possibilities for peace and reconciliation through unofficial curricula
with these narratives the book demonstrates the connections between critical peace education and such crucial issues as human trafficking gang violence contested narratives of nationhood and belonging gender identities
and the significance of mentoring through rich examples of pedagogic work this volume enhances and illustrates critically oriented understandings and interpretations of peace in real classrooms with diverse populations of
students written primarily for scholars and graduate students working in the fields of educational theory critical pedagogy and educational policy the chapters in this book tell a compelling story about teachers
learners and scholar activists who continue to struggle for the creation of transformative and meaningful sites for peace praxis

Critical Peace Education and Global Citizenship

2017-03-16

the advocate is a lesbian gay bisexual transgender lgbt monthly newsmagazine established in 1967 it is the oldest continuing lgbt publication in the united states

The Advocate

2006-02-14

an updated edition of this measured practical and timely guide to lgbt rights and issues for educators and school officials with ongoing battles over transgender rights bullying cases in the news almost daily and marriage
equality only recently the law of the land the information in the right to be out could not be more timely or welcome in an updated second edition that explores the altered legal terrain of lgbt rights for students and
educators stuart biegel offers expert guidance on the most challenging concerns in this fraught context taking up the pertinent questions likely to arise regarding curriculum and pedagogy in the classroom school sports
and transgender issues biegel reviews the dramatic legal developments of the past decades identifies the principles at work and analyzes the policy considerations that result from these changes central to his work is an
understanding of the social political and personal tensions regarding the nature and extent of the right to be out which includes both the first amendment right to express an identity and the fourteenth amendment right to
be treated equally acknowledging that lgbt issues affect people of every sexual orientation and gender identity biegel provides a road map of viable strategies for school officials and educators the right to be out
informed by the latest research based findings advances the proposition that a safe and supportive educational environment built upon shared values and geared toward a greater appreciation of our pluralistic society can
lead to a better world for everyone

The Right to Be Out

2018-10-23

celebrated legal scholar kenji yoshino s first book covering was acclaimed from the new york times book review to o the oprah magazine to the american lawyer for its elegant prose its good humor and its brilliant insights
into civil rights and discrimination law now in a thousand times more fair yoshino turns his attention to the question of what makes a fair and just society and delves deep into a surprising source to answer it shakespeare
s greatest plays through fresh and insightful readings of measure for measure titus andronicus othello and others he addresses the fundamental questions we ask about our world today and elucidates some of the most
troubling issues in contemporary life enormously creative engaging and provocative a thousand times more fair is an altogether original book about shakespeare and the law and an ideal starting point to explore the
nature of a just society and our own



Kenji Miyamoto Before the Court Under Militarism

1977

in homegrown cultural critics bell hooks and amalia mesa bains reflect on the innate solidarity between black and latino culture riffing on everything from home and family to multiculturalism and the mass media hooks and
mesa bains invite readers to re examine and confront the polarizing mainstream discourse about black latino relationships that is too often negative in its emphasis on political splits between people of color a work of
activism through dialogue homegrown is a declaration of solidarity that rings true even ten years after its first publication this new edition includes a new afterword in which mesa bains reflects on the changes conflicts
and criticisms of the last decade

A Thousand Times More Fair

2012-04-17

the book is arranged alphabetically from academic english to zelasko nancy

Homegrown

2017-09-13

symposium the meaning of the civil rights revolution is in effect a new and extensive book of contemporary thought on civil rights by many of today s leading writers on the constitution in february 2014 the yale law
journal held a symposium at yale law school marking the fiftieth anniversary of the civil rights act of 1964 and the simultaneous publication of bruce ackerman s we the people the civil rights revolution 2014
contributors essays reflected on the origins or status of the american civil rights project using ackerman s book as a focal point or a foil those essays are collected as the june 2014 issue the final issue of the academic
year the contents are we the people each and every one randy e barnett reactionary rhetoric and liberal legal academia justin driver popular sovereignty and the united states constitution tensions in the ackermanian
program sanford levinson the neo hamiltonian temptation david a strauss the civil rights canon above and below tomiko brown nagin changing the wind notes toward a demosprudence of law and social movements lani
guinier gerald torres protecting civil rights in the shadows david a super universalism and civil rights with notes on voting rights after shelby samuel r bagenstos separate spheres cary franklin ackerman s civil rights
revolution and modern american racial politics rogers m smith rethinking rights after the second reconstruction richard thompson ford a revolution at war with itself preserving employment preferences from weber to ricci
sophia z lee have we moved beyond the civil rights revolution john d skrentny equal protection in the key of respect deborah hellman ackerman s brown randall l kennedy the anti humiliation principle and same sex marriage kenji
yoshino de schooling constitutional law bruce ackerman the issue the eighth and final one of volume 123 also includes a cumulative index to the entire volume s titles and authors as with previous digital editions of yale
law journal available from quid pro books features include active tables of contents including links in each essay s own table linked footnotes and urls and proper ebook and bluebook formatting

Encyclopedia of Bilingual Education

2008-06-05

entries address topics related to genocide crimes against humanity and peace and human rights violations profile perpetrators including joseph stalin pol pot and idi amin and discuss institutions set up to prosecute these
crimes in countries around the world

Yale Law Journal: Symposium - The Meaning of the Civil Rights Revolution (Volume 123, Number 8 - June 2014)

2014-06-28

the advocate is a lesbian gay bisexual transgender lgbt monthly newsmagazine established in 1967 it is the oldest continuing lgbt publication in the united states



American Book Publishing Record

2006

in the 20 year reboot of neely and abif s 1996 in our own voices fifteen of the original contributors revisit their stories alongside the fifteen new voices that have been added this collective represents a wide range of life
and library experiences gender fluidities sexualities races and other visible and invisible identities in addition to reflections on lives and experiences since the 1996 volume chapters cover the representation of librarians of
color in the profession at large and more specifically those among them who are still the only one the specter of us serving them still and migrations from libraries to other information providing professions these authors
reflect on their careers and lives in libraries and other school and workplace settings as activists administrators archivists library students and information professionals they share stories of personal and professional
abuse attempts to find and secure gainful employment navigating the profession and how they overcame decades of normalized discrimination to complete their educational and career pursuits they write about the need for
support systems work life balance self care communities of support and the importance of mentoring and being mentored and above all they persist and continue to disrupt systems these essays are from contributors from a
variety of libraries and library related environments and provide answers to questions professionals new to lis haven t even asked yet the inclusion of a new group of librarian his her and their stories provides a voice for
those currently finding their way through this profession these essays bring honesty vulnerability authenticity and impactfulness to the diversity conversation in libraries and beyond and more importantly these voices
from a variety of races ethnicities genders and sexualities matter

Papers Relating to the Foreign Relations of the United States

1881

this first ever dictionary of important issues in the u s latino struggle for civil rights defines a wide ranging list of key terms

California Lawyer

2006

a biographical and bibliographical guide to current writers in all fields including poetry fiction and nonfiction journalism drama television and movies information is provided by the authors themselves or drawn from
published interviews feature stories book reviews and other materials provided by the authors publishers
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